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At the beginning of the year, it’s common to speak of trends on many levels, 

including of course the world of images. With close observation, the year becomes 

clear: The same megatrends, such as “digitalization”, “sustainability”, “connectivity” 

and “individualization”, will continue to influence our life and the immediate future. 

In practically every area of life and every age group, these important topics have 

triggered irreversible change that will accompany us for years to come.

One of the consequences is that a relatively rigid form of target-group thinking, like 

the kind that has prevailed in advertising and marketing for many decades, no longer 

functions in our highly individualized society of expanding options, since diverse and 

variable ways of life have replaced linear biographies.

That’s why individualized approaches, personalized marketing and advertising, and 

products aimed at specific target groups are the focus of businesses of all types. 

Some see that what began with “big data” is becoming a reality – a huge amount of 

customer and user data being collected and now utilized. To better understand how 

we can communicate as purposefully and relevantly as possible with the different 

groups – and what visual vocabulary fits each client – it helps to have clear 

illumination of different lifestyles.

Lifestyles are not just a mirror of the times but also offer orientation and evidence a 

sense of belonging. Here we can define above all moral concepts of the 

self-structured life plan and mark the corresponding consumer behavior, free-time 

activities, and work sphere. The big, personal project of our time is “self-design”, 

since that is where the potential for individual distinction couples with the need for 

companionship.

On the following pages, we highlight four lifestyles and their trends more precisely 

and also show how lifestyle trends are reflected in imagery and image motifs.

HOW TRENDS AFFECT 
LIFESTYLE AND SOCIETY



YOUNG GLOBALISTS
VALUES: 
Openness • individuality • connectedness • sustainability • community • 

knowledge • new experiences • mobility

AGE:
20-35 years

STATUS:
Lives alone • starts a family late • long-distance relationships • large circle 

of friends

ROLE SHARING:
Not traditional • open • typically unmarried

LIVING:
Suburbs • higher-end areas of the city • practical • flexible • trendy

WORK:
Knowledge is power • goal oriented but not classical career thinking • 

flexible • mobile

FREE TIME:
Traveling • education • connectedness and engagement in communities • 

meeting up with friends and family

CONSUMER HABITS:
Organic • sustainable and responsible consumption • affinity for 

technology • style conscious • brand-name products



HOW YOUNG GLOBALISTS LIVE



YOUNG GLOBALISTS

ALWAYS IN MOTION
The Young Globalists are distinguished by openness – this applies not just to 

geographical boundaries, but also to their mindset: origin, gender, age, and 

religion mean nothing when stacked up against similar interests and values. 

Community and the spirit of togetherness are of central importance to the 

Young Globalists. They embody connectivity and have a major affinity for the 

digital. This paired with a high level of mobility makes it easy for them to join 

up with like-minded people in chosen communities. As cosmopolitan world 

citizens, they like to get involved with initiatives; when set against a backdrop 

of globalization and digitalization, party politics fall short, especially since 

the biggest problems of our time are only solvable on a global level.

EXPERIENCE VERSUS ACHIEVEMENT
They prefer organic products and pay attention to a healthy diet – 

sustainability is fundamental and critical, conscientious consumption goes 

without saying. This is one of the reasons their global thinking comes in 

confrontation with local action and consumption. Nevertheless they are 

conscious of style, preferring brand products and expecting rapid availability 

of goods and services. That said, consumption and status symbols are not 

first and foremost for them: experiences, learned expertise, and intellectual 

exchange are a much higher priority. Frequent changes of location and 

traveling are just a natural element of the lifestyle. Many have already seen 

more of the world by the time they’re in their early 20’s than their 

grandparents saw in their entire lifetime. .

As far as careers go, the Young Globalists recognize that the best possible 

education is, in the developing knowledge society, the key to success and 

that lifelong learning is not just worth working towards, but is a necessity. 

Success is of the utmost importance to them, but doesn’t necessarily mean 

making a career, but rather achieving self-fulfillment. To this end they are 

flexible and open for innovations and new models of working and, as far as 

technology goes, always have their fingers on the pulse of the times.  
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YOUNG GLOBALISTS

MICROTRENDS

REMOTE YEAR
With digitalization and connectivity, working remotely enables communi-

cation and productivity independent of the constraints of time and 

location. This allows one to travel around the world on a “remote year” 

while maintaining a steady occupation. 18 locations are visited, with 

stays that vary from two to five weeks. Logistics and an existing commu-

nity are in place to make this unique experience possible. An example  

MOOCs UND NANODEGREES
The educational sector is continually being democratized. For one there 

are MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses), which makes traditional 

knowledge transfer available tuition-free online, with videos and reading 

material, for example. All that’s needed is an Internet connection and 

personal interest. Attaining “nanodegrees” is a new form of further 

education and certification. Here the focus is on gaining very specific 

expertise that is directly applicable to one’s career. An example 

CONCEPTS 
community
knowledge
openness
individuality
education
mobility
connectivity
flexibility
self-fulfillment
big data
travel
authenticity
solidarity
adventure
diversity

www.remoteyear.com
https://de.udacity.com/nanodegree


MULTI-PERFORMER
VALUES: 
Self-realization • individuality • global-economic thinking • success • 

advancement • efficiency

AGE:
30 - 50 years

STATUS:
Married • marriage-like living arrangements • singles

ROLE SHARING: 
Fairly traditional, since little time for partners and family

LIVING: 
Cities and metropolises • top addresses • stylish • trendsetters

WORK: 
Self-employed • start-ups • leadership positions • success through 

achievement • mobile work

FREE TIME: 
Sport • cultural events • travel • enjoyment

CONSUMER HABITS:
High affinity for tech and IT • status symbols and brands • consumption 

and avant-garde style • design • innovations • functionality



HOW MULTI PERFORMER LIVE



MULTI-PERFORMER

ALWAYS ONLINE, ALWAYS AVAILABLE
Multi-Performers are highly motivated and bring a high degree of 

cosmopolitanism, flexibility, and risk readiness to the table. They unite all the 

values of the meritocracy and are always focused on stretching their limits in 

career and physical fitness. Priority here is clearly professional life – there’s 

hardly a distinction between free time and job – and that’s why the 

Multi-Performer works everywhere, on the go, on the train, at the airport, in 

cafes, during vacation, and naturally at home. Private lives, family and 

friends, must take a back seat to the career. This group has more than the 

average number of self-employed and company founders, particularly in the 

area of digital technology. In general they are fervent users of new media 

and evaluate technology, both private and professional, with an outlook to 

the future and efficiency. Of course they are dedicated networkers and want 

to be comprehensively informed at any given moment, not miss a thing. In 

what little free time they have they take part in performance sports, go to 

the movies, travel, and are interested in art and culture. They like to use 

innovative technology at home, as well – the newest and best notebooks, 

tablets, and mobile phones, hi-fi systems, voice activated home features, and 

smart-home tools can be found here. Self-tracking gadgets fit perfectly in 

this lifestyle, since they enable them to yet more efficiently organize their 

lives and to constantly review their own performance. 

HIGHLY INFORMED ENTHUSIASTS
Multi-Performers enjoy and love to show off their luxurious lifestyle, which 

they can afford thanks to their above-average incomes. They have taste and 

are often experts or well informed, since they know exactly what’s hot and 

are familiar with all the hot spots. They can keep up their end in political 

discussions and talk of markets, cultural events, and the most recent sports. 

This makes them interesting conversational partners, both on the business 

level and in more personal terms. No wonder that they have a major 

influence on society. However, it’s to be expected that the modern 

Performer will not be unaffected by a widespread shift in values towards 

meaning and social consciousness.  
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MULTI-PERFORMER

MICROTRENDS
NATURAL USER INTERFACES
Communication between people and technical devices is becoming 

more and intuitive. User interfaces are being integrated into our 

environments and recognize gestures, speech, and touch. Our tactile 

perception rules haptic feedback (contour, pressure, and temperature) 

of the virtual world and makes possible a multi-sensory experience. It’s 

predicted that in the future, online shoppers will, with the help of a 

special glove, be able to feel products before purchase. An example  

MULTI SMARTPHONE
The smartphone has long since become an all-purpose tool. Its uses 

reach far beyond communication and internet access. Our mobile 

phones are becoming the remote controls of our daily lives. They drive 

smart-home functionality such as heat, light, household appliances, and 

can even help save energy. The most diverse array of apps support us in 

everyday situations and, through mobile payment, cash is being increa-

singly displaced. On the horizon: completely secure payments by 

smartphone and iris scan. An example

CONCEPTS 
success
career
multitasking
discipline
advancement
efficiency
mobility
achievement
luxury
smart home
connectivity
IoT
virtual reality
wearables
robots
urbanization

http://ekvv.uni-bielefeld.de/blog/uniaktuell/entry/per_tasthandschuh_objekte_in_der
https://www.computerwoche.de/a/die-besten-smart-home-loesungen-fuer-einsteiger,2550730


LOHAS 2.0
VALUES: 
Sustainability • responsibility • community involvement • closeness to nature • 

advancement • fairness • sense of purpose • creativity • mindfulness • 

slowing down 

AGE:
30 - 60 years

STATUS:
Marriage • marriage-like partnerships • modern large families • patchworks

ROLE SHARING: 
Post-traditional

LIVING: 
Better locations • metropolises • suburbs • hygge (danish design) aesthetic 

• sustainable furnishings and energy

WORK: 
Work-life balance • quality of life is more important than success or 

consumption • conscientious about time off • employers with similar values 

are desirable

FREE TIME: 
Connection with nature • family and friends • outdoor activities 

• gardening • handwork • DIY • enjoyment of the little things

CONSUMER HABITS:
Fair trade • regional products • organic • healthy eating • sharing
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LOHAS 2.0

THE NEW SERENITY
The new, sustainable lifestyle has long since freed itself from the stale scent 
of incense and bad conscience. This matured form of environmental consci-
ousness has wide backing across the population and has become a new 
mixture of economy, ecology, and community engagement. Business morals, 
markets, and consumer behavior are changing radically. But the resulting 
lifestyle goes way beyond the classical “green” ideology, being also about 
each individual’s healthy balance. The megatrend of mindfulness has 
become a widespread philosophy of living, one that has arrived in society 
and goes far beyond the eco-niche. The decision to live mindfully means 
concentrating on the here and now, with the ultimate goal of finding 
serenity but also of deliberately enjoying life, with all of its joys, large and 
small. Mindful people are reflective and intellectual, feel a strong connection 
with others and with the world, which engenders a sense of responsibility. 
Self-reliantly, they decide when they’ll treat themselves to a break or an 
inspiring hiatus, or whether they’d like to be on- or offline. In this context, 
the term “digital wisdom” often comes up.

BETWEEN ECOLOGY AND 
ADVANCEMENT
For the LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) it’s all about making 
informed decisions about what’s good for them and what makes sense – and 
consciously not exhausting every possibility simply because it’s available.  
These choices return control, but demand maturity, experience, and 
self-awareness. The older generation has a clear advantage, since after 
mid-life one feels all the more readily how delicious one’s ever diminishing 
share of lifetime is and would rather concentrate on the fundamentals. Yet 
ever more young people are discovering this lifestyle for themselves, driven 
by the wish to lead a happy and full life that has more to it than production 
and reproduction. In addition to devotees of the mindfulness movement, 
who can be described as eco-romanticists, there are also the eco-modernists, 
a relatively realist faction of LOHAS 2.0. For them the connection of ecology 
and economy is in the foreground. They have an affinity for technology, 
believe in advancement, and want not just to live sustainably themselves but 

also support economic and technological solutions and alternatives. 
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LOHAS 2.0

MICROTRENDS

CLEAN TECH
Clean tech means ecologically responsible technologies and means of 

production that achieve emissions reductions and the preservation of 

resources while raising efficiency. These are mainly solutions for energy 

savings, for energy production, and technologies for lowering 

environmental costs. For example, researchers at Michigan State 

University have developed completely transparent solar collectors for 

windows and displays, which gather energy from sunlight and transmit 

to solar cells. An example  

ETHICAL CONSUMPTION
Conscientious buying decisions are not only good for the environment, 

they are also a component of a fashionable lifestyle. Not only must one 

be able to afford it but one is also buying a good conscience. Choices are 

evaluated on moral grounds, for example whether the product was 

produced under fair conditions. Local products are preferred, since their 

shorter transportation mileage improves their environmental balance 

sheet. That’s why concerns like Foodlogica, in the Netherlands, deliver 

food from local farmers in the area with solar-powered velocipedes. 

An example 

CONCEPTS 
mindfulness
sustainability
ecology
slowing down
work-life balance
hygge
responsibility
community involvement
community
fairness
creativity
sharing
quality of life
family

http://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2017/transparent-solar-technology-represents-wave-of-the-future/
https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/products/foodlogica


FREE AGER
VALUES: 
Health • mobility • community • curiosity • enjoyment • mindfulness  • 

freedom • individuality

AGE:
60 - 75 years

STATUS:
Marriage • divorced • widowed • dedicated singles

ROLE SHARING: 
Traditional

LIVING: 
Good neighborhoods • urban centers

WORK: 
Starting over • consultancy • volunteer positions

FREE TIME: 
Sport • active • travel • challenging body and mind • involvement with 

social issues • courses and further education

CONSUMER HABITS:
Ranging from consumption-oriented to skeptical • brand conscious • 

health-oriented
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FREE AGER

ACTIVE TOGETHER
For Free Agers, age is not an issue, but rather an opportunity – they neither 

consider holding back for dignity’s sake nor falling prey to society’s 

obsession with youth. Pro-aging means seeing one’s age as an asset and this 

based on the poise and serenity that comes from life experience. It’s 

precisely because of this that the Free Agers gain actual freedom: They can 

finally lead their lives just how they wish to, full of curiosity and vigor. Some 

of them have dared to make a new start, in their private or professional lives, 

and find themselves essentially at the beginning of a third – but not the last 

– phase of life. They place a high value on functioning infrastructure in their 

immediate environment and feel the desire for a community in which they 

can bring themselves and their knowledge to bear. They nurture 

neighborhood networks that span generations or get involved in clubs and 

churches. They enjoy the here and now in full while wanting to be an active 

part of crafting the future. Over half of all people over 60 use the Internet 

for communication and connectivity. This is where they find like-minded 

people and partners for diverse free-time activities and even romantic 

forays. 

MORE ALIKE THAN YOU’D THINK
The Free Agers manifest a balancing and an opportunity for our aging 

society: They ensure that the future is not determined by a conservative or 

even reactionary majority, but rather by people actively creating an image of 

old age that’s constructive and contributes to new social realities – because 

it turns out the desires and values of the older generation don’t differ so 

markedly from those of the younger.  

.  
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FREE AGER

MICROTRENDS
SENIOR COMMUNITY
Many older people today are well connected and move confidently in 

online circles. This is where they find like-minded individuals and 

partners for diverse activities – and that’s not just true for singles. Often 

enough they have life partners but these have no time, other interests, 

or are less mobile. So they meet up to try out trendy athletic activities, 

to partake in cultural events, or to carry out creative and socially 

conscious projects. And should they rather stay close to home, augmen-

ted reality technology – in the form of a “social yoga mat” – offers them 

the potential to practice in a communal atmosphere in the comfort of 

their living rooms. An example  

SILVERPRENEUR
This is what the German Future Institute (Zukunftsinstitut) calls those 

who are starting over with zeal in their retirement years. After career 

comes the calling! The number of over-50’s in the population is constant-

ly increasing and more than half of them report that they’re open for 

new chances and challenges. They wish to use their remaining lifespan 

productively, to make a meaningful contribution, and to realize their 

potential. As founders of a more advanced age, they have a good chance 

of success, having particular strengths: They wield decades of professio-

nal qualifications, good contacts, and not least impressive life experien-

ces. In addition, these founders over 50 have come through crises and 

often already have the necessary starting capital. An example

CONCEPTS 
freedom
pro-aging mentality
health
community
enjoyment
vigor
self-realization
curiosity
mobility
further education
start-ups
foresight
consultancy
poise
digital wisdom

https://www.medienmeister.com/b/8/163/social-media-plattformen-generation-50plus
http://www.existenzgruender.de/DE/Gruendung-vorbereiten/Entscheidung/Ihre-Startposition/GruenderInnen-50-Plus/inhalt.html
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